AGA Developer Meeting - September 13th, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Michael Hiiva
Andy Okun
Anna Wiggins
Lisa Scott
Lee Schumacher
Trevor Morris

Agenda:

Updates:
Final changes to AGAGD, removing /ratings pages
--Its all disabled or redirected

Discussion:
Monolithic LAMP server -> Smaller Servers [Michael]
--Next steps to break out different parts of the website to smaller servers and more robust services
--What are the next deployment steps? What can really be separated from each other
--Meant for ease of deployment and updates
--Figuring out what orchestrator (docker/kubernetes) to use
--Some issues when working with docker images
AGAGD
--Anna is working on chapter code updates for removal
--PR sent and was on hold being reworked on soon
--Needs to check many items for the changing of chapters
--Tricky issue because we need to check many places in two sets of code to see where things exactly update where they are in the code
--Checks between AGAGD/membership manager
Access needs [Steve]
--USGO docker hub: email brian lee\josh hoak about this
----Access granted after email, migrating to @usgo.org accounts for future management
--Membership manager: add colin for api access
Additional meetings/training [Steve]
--Walk through of different apps and discuss github issues related??
Top Org needs

--Combine membership info/games
--Congress site addition of director level graphs; i.e. showing estimates for break events, signups
--AGAGD; WSGI/Python upgrade issues
--Drupal/Wordpress person; Need to upgrade or move to a new platforms
-----Finding a person versed in this would be 100x easier than migrating.
--Membership Manager; allow chapters to export email addresses for members en masse

AGAGD graph
--use bar graph by month/by quarter
Info for side box:
--Total number games
--Last 12 months games
--Last 12 months tournament
--Players played in tournaments last 12 months
https://github.com/usgo/agagd/issues/122